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Introduction to the Forum
The second session of the Forum on
Bilateral Conversations met 5-9 June, 1979,
at Le Cenacle, Geneva. The Forum was
initiated by the Conference of Secretaries
of the World Confessional Families a~d administrated by the Secretariat of the
mission on Faith and Order of the World
Council of Churches. Twenty-six representatives of churches and confessional families
were present for the second session of the
Forum. They were joined by four consultants and two members of the Faith and
Order Secretariat.
The first of three projected sessions
of the Forum was held 2-7 April, 1978 at
the Ecumenical Institute, Bossey. It dealt
with the issue of the "Concepts of Unity"
which guide ecumenical theological conversations. Copies of the report of the first
session are available from the Faith and
Order Secretariat.
The second session was projected to
study "Statements of agreement or consensus". Metropolitan Emilianos Timiadis
opened the session with a paper on "Consensus in the Formulation of Doctrine".
Father Pierre Duprey then spoke on the
role of joint statements in the quest for
agreement, and Dr Lukas Vischer described
the relationships between bilateral conversa-

yom-

tions and multilateral efforts toward consensus.
A series of papers was presented to
give an overview of the contents of the
joint statements so far issued. Dr. E.C. John
analysed the statements with regard to Mission; Dr. Rudolf Thaut followed with a
paper on Baptism; Msgr Jozef Tomko on
Theology of Marriage; Professor J.K.S. Reid
on Ministry; Professor Georg Kretschmar on
Eucharist; and Bishop Edward Knapp-Fisher
on Authority. It was then decided to work
in small groups focussing on four main ongoing themes: Consensus, Authority, Eucharist, and Ministry.
The reports of the small groups, which
follow, were discussed and received in the
plenary of the Forum. They are offered
as a memorandum of the discussion for
appropriate use by the churches and world
confessional families. While it is the conviction of those who have shared in the
Forum that it is a valuable instrument for
common reflection, the participants fully
realize that the Forum itself has no juridical authority.

* *

*

*
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THE MEANING OF CONSENSUS
Preface
In the ecumenical movement,
the
churches have committed themselves to the
task of restoring communion. There is growing agreement that in order to achieve this
goal four fundamental requirements need
to be met: a) ending prejudices and hostilities; b) sharing one faith which includes
both overcoming the anathemas of the past
and finding ways of confessing together the
apostolic faith; c) accepting, on the basis
of agreed understanding, each other's cele:
bration of baptism and the eucharist and
the ordained ministry; d) agreeing on ways
of deciding and acting together (cf. first
session of the Forum 1978).
The effort of both multilateral and
bilateral conversations to articulate common
convictions has an important place in the
process of growing together into visible unity. In fact, none of the four requirements
can be fulfilled without the explicit formulation of consensus. Obviously, visible unity will not be reached by the formulation
of consensus alone. The growth into unity
is a complex process involving all levels
of the Church's life. Communion is built
on Jesus Christ and the witness of the
Apostles. It is a gift of the Spirit. Consensus (or consentire) has its roots in this
reality. It is a spiritual experience before
it can be articulated by common effort in
words. But the articulation in words gives
the churches the assurance that the communion can be maintained against the
evidence of past divisions. Statements of
consensus fulfil an irreplaceable function
in the process of growing together.
There is a close connection and interaction between confession of faith and
the life of the Church. The verbal expression of oneness in faith is not to be
considered in isolation from the life of
the Church. It does not stand on its own
but has its roots in the confessing and
worshipping community, in particular in
the celebration of the eucharist.
4

The Church's confession of faith does
not consist primarily in a number of articles
which can be listed. It expresses the experience of the Church called into existence
by the Spirit and living in the continuity
with the Apostles and their teaching.
A similar connection and interaction
exists between consensus and the life of
the Church. Consensus both interprets and
serves communion. As communion grows
among divided churches, common verbal articulation becomes possible. In order to advance to full consensus it is essential to
promote the growth of communion. It can
be furthered in many ways, The churches
need to engage in common witness and
service, above all in common prayer. As
they face together the challenges of today's
world, they will discover possibilities of interpreting afresh old controversies and seeing them in new perspective. The formulation of even partial consensus will add
strength to the bonds of communion already
existing and facilitate new departures.
In this report we suggest a closer examination of the nature and function of
consensus statements from both multilateral
and bilateral conversations with a view to
the visible unity of the Church.

1.-

THE NATURE OF CONSENSUS

Consensus in the full sense may be defined as that articulation of faith which is
necessary to enable the establishment of visible unity. From this follow certain considerations:
a) That such consense will come about by
degrees and a tidy overall process should
not be expected. Convergence may be recognized short of full consensus as a common perspective emerges when problems are
faced together. Even if consensus on particular issues is reached, there may be other
unresolved questions. In consequence of this,
different stages of consensus building may
well be noted - indeed this has been expressed in one bilateral precisely as "unity

by stages" (A-RC Malta 7, 17; cf. also LRC Malta "The Gospel and the Church"
73). After the liberating discovery of convergence comes the painstaking achievement of reaching agreement on the fundamentally divisive issues. The decisive
stage is the acceptance of such consensus
for action by the churches concerned.
b) While agreement will be needed on essential questions requiring consensus before unity, other differences may well be
discussed within a re-established fellowship.
This will have its own significance in continuing the building up of consensus as
there develops a new and common tradition. Because of the complementarity of
its constituent parts, such a living and
developing consensus will reflect more
adequately the wholeness of the Christian
mystery than was possible before. The experience of united churches such as the
United Church of Canada or the Church
of South India may profitably be studied
in seeing · how differences are resolved before and after union and in the progressive development of a common confession
of faith.
c) Reception by the churches is not to be
solely identified with the decision making
stage after consensus is reached. Throughout the dialogue continuing interaction with
the churches is essential. This will stimulate
the consensus process, both among those
directly involved and in the churches themselves. Interaction will be a protection
against the introduction of merely transient
theological novelty, for the churches will
scrutinize the emerging consensus for its
continuity with the apostolic tradition. Reciprocally, the insights of the dialogues will
purify and deepen the churches' own understanding of the tradition.
d) Consensus is not to be identified with
complete unanimity and uniformity of
theological understanding. Such is not found
within the existing unity of particular
churches and should not be expected from

dialogue bewteen churches. Yet there is
a tendency to require a greater doctrinal
precision of another church than exists
within one's own. One reason for this may
be the legitimate fear that a consensus
document can have less: significance in a
different ecclesiological context from one's
own. Thus the elucidation of a consensus
document may properly be required, but
a demand for an accumulative consensus
betrays a lack of trust. There is a legitimate necessity for unity in fundamental
faith; there is also an equally necessary
freedom in the diversity of its spiritual,
liturgical and theological expression. Rather
than the demand for cumulative precisions,
there should be a basic trust in the dialogue partner's intentio fidei.
e) Granted such trust in the intentio fidei
of another church, it will be possible to
accept the separated tradition of another
church without the imposition of the particular formulations of faith of one's own.
An example of thjs would be the Common
Declaration betweerl Pope Paul VI and Pope
Shenouda Ill, in which there was a joint
profession of faith on the mystery of the
incarnate Word without the use of either
the terms "person" or "nature".
f) Relating to the development of traditions
in ecclesial isolation is the problem of what
it is essential to have consensus on for unity:· Some churches require more as of faith,
others less. A lack of congruence ih what
churches. require may divide even where
there is theological agreement. While the
early Church had comparatively brief confessions of faith, these became more developed as divisive issues troubled its faith,
worship and life. Yet not every issue that
has divided churches in the past needs to
be re-examined today. The subject matter
of multilateral and bilateral dialogues may
give an indication of what the churches
themselves now consider it to be necessary
to achieve consensus upon.
g) It is also important to note the distinc-
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tion between consensus on matters of doctrine and order as over against a consensus
on common witness and service. Discussions
on such questions, including political issues,
can and sometimes do lead to division.

II.-

CONSENSUS AND COMMON CONFESSION
OF FAITH

The attempt to formulate consensus
aims at enabling the churches to confess
together the apostolic faith. This necessarily involves the continuous restatement of
the apostolic faith in ways appropriate to
changing historical and cultural situations,
which themselves impose upon the Church
such an ·obligation.
What is the relationship between statements of consensus and this continuing confession of faith of the one Church'? Two
considerations are important in this respect:
a) In its confession of faith, the Church
points to the central content of the Gospel
which it proclaims. The confession reminds
the Church of the basis on which it stands:
the creative and redeeming work of God Father, Son and Spirit. The confession of
faith will not include the whole teaching
of the Church.
b) It is essential that the confession of
faith really be an expression of unity: it
must be offered with one mind . Major
divergences of understanding must be overcome to be able really to speak with
one voice.
The effort to formulate consensus on
controversial issues on doctrine and order
may pave the way for the common confession of faith, but statements of consensus will not themselves serve as confession of faith once communion has been
established.
1) Unity in faith does ,not require
the formulation of a new creect'. It will
rather be found by the common reception
of the ancient creeds and a continuing ef-
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fort to confess together the apostolic faith
in contemporary terms.
2) The efforts in both multilateral
and bilateral conversations to formulate
consensus on controversial issues are to be
understood as contributions to that common mind which is required for confessing
the faith together in both credal and contemporary terms. They are the "scaffolding" within which the common doxology
can grow.
3) Statements of consensus give the
assurance that despite many differences
the churches share the same intention of
faith. They are the prerequisite for mutual
trust.
4) Statements of consensus reached
in multilateral and bilateral conversations
will be incorporated in various ways in
the one Church. Some parts may be reflected in the liturgy of the Church, e.g.
a common understanding of baptism, the
eucharist and ordination may find expression in the respective liturgies. Some
parts may be taken up in the catechetical
instruction of the Church. Some statements may be recorded as a reference
whenever differences reappear. Other statements may serve as material for future
theological debate in the one Church.
Some statements may become irrelevant
once unity has been realized.

Ill.- RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BILATERAL
AND MULTILATERAL AGREED STATEMENTS

At the first Forum on Bilateral Conversations (197 8) it was stated, "that the
two types of inter-church conversations,
the bilateral ... and the multilateral ... are
complementary to one another within
the ecumenical movement" .
This conviction is reaffirmed when
one considers the reports and agreed statements resulting from bilateral dialogues. In

the process which led to these statements,
the particular bilateral dialogues have, to
an increasing degree, taken into account
other bilateral as well as multilateral dialogues. There has also been an interaction
between the international bilaterals and
local, regional and national inter-church
conversations. This is often reflected in
the texts themselves by explicit reference
to or quotations from other agreed statements (see e.g. the Roman Catholic Lutheran document, "The Eucharist"), so
that there are scarcely any "pure", i.e.
isolated bilateral conversations.
It is important that both bilateral and
multilateral conversations continue this effort of consciously contributing to and receiving from the results of one another
and making this clearly explicit in an appropriate way. This would strengthen the
awareness that the ecumenical endeavour
is, indeed, indivisible although, simultaneously , it may and sometimes should be pursued in particular bilateral and/or multi-.
lateral settings.
Since bilateral conversations will by
nature deal with issues as they present
themselves in the perspective of particular
bilateral situations, there is always a danger that the findings of these conversations may lack coherence with each other,
or are even in conflict with one another,
and that the rapprochement between two
partners entails a growing distance from
other dialogue partners.
On the other hand, different bilateral
dialogues in the very specificity of their
approach and their findings can contribute
to one another. Thus, e.g. the ReformedRoman Catholic conversations ("The Presence of Christ in Church and World")
arrived at a valuable understanding of the
eucharist which may, in the future, have
positive repercussions on Lutheran-Reformed conversations and relationships. Similarly, the Anglican-Roman Catholic conversations, in the event of the problem of justification by faith being taken up, could
draw upon the findings of the .LutheranRoman Catholic dialogue.

In order to maintain the specific advantages of the bilateral approach and, at
the same time, to avoid a lack of cohert;nce between the individual conversations
and agreements, bilateral dialogue ought to
be carried through with constant attention
both to the wider multilateral perspective
and to the other bilaterals.
This vital interaction between bilateral
and multilateral conversations and agreements could be furthered by:
a) receiving and incorporating the findings
of other bilateral and multilateral dialogues on the same subject as broadly
as possible (cross-references; quotations)
b) opening up, as far as suitable and depending on the subject matter, a bilateral dialogue by including further partners
(e.g. the participation of the WARC in
the dialogue on marriage and mixed
marriages originally planned as a conversation between Roman Catholic and
Lutherans only)
c) by inviting consultants from other bilateral and multilateral dialogues to make a
specific contribution (lecture, paper)
where the subject matter or a particular
stage in discussion makes this advisable
(e.g. Anglican or Orthodox contributions
could have been useful at a certain stage
of the conversation on marriage and mixed marriages between Roman Catholics,
Reformed and Lutherans)
d) taking up the discussion of a particular
subject which has obvious implications for
many or all Christian churches in a multilateral dialogue (e.g. discussion on the
filioque clause and the issue of marriage
and mixed marriages)
e) joining the efforts of multilateral and
bilateral conversations in developing common confession of faith (compare the
studies begun by the Faith and Order
Commission)
f) making provision for the exchange of information and common reflection after
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the three projected sessions of the Forum have been completed.

AUTHORITY IN THE CHURCH
Preface

Authority is a central issue in the
search for visible unity. Attention has been
given to some of its aspects in several bilateral dialogues, and in particular to the
authority of the Scriptures, and the authority of the teaching of the Church has
been discussed by the Roman Catholic/
Reformed dialogue ("The Presence of
Christ in Church and World", 1977). Nevertheless, authority does not appear yet to
have been systematically considered or precisely defined in the dialogues. The A-RC
Venice statement 1976, "Authority in the
Church", like other documents relating to
this subject, is concerned more with authority in the Church than with the authority
of the Church; and it is noteworthy and
apparent that this is a dialogue between
two episcopal churches. It is a matter of
urgency to promote a wider and more
representative debate on authority. However,
before this can be done effectively, a deeper
study of ecclesiology than has yet been attempted in the dialogues may well have to
be undertaken.
Since 1974, the Commission on Faith
and Order has been engaged in a study entitled, "How Does the Church Teach Authoritatively Today?" The report of its
recent consultation (Odessa, USSR, 1977)
provides a useful summary of the multilateral debate on authority and suggests
future stages in the discussion.

1.-

AUTHORITY IN THE CHURCH

All Christians agree that all authority
derives from Jesus Christ, the Word of
the Father made flesh, who is ever present
through the Holy Spirit (A-RC Venice (i) ).
The Church has authority insofar as it
8

attends to and proclaims "The Word Christ
speaks to it ever afresh" (R-RC, 24).
There are agencies and instruments
possessing varying degrees of importance
and authority through which the living
Christ continues through the Holy Spirit
to guide his people into all truth, i.e.
there is a "hierarchy of authorities" (MRC Denver, 102).
a) Holy Scripture: There is general agreement that second only to the authority of
the Word made flesh is the Word of God
written (A-RC Venice, 2). The distinction
between Scripture and Tradition is still
made but is no longer divisive (R-RC, 25;
A-RC Venice, 3; L-RC Malta, 17).
b) Creeds: It is agreed that the Apostles'
and Nicene Creeds bear faithful witness to
the biblical message and are authoritative
summaries and safeguards of the Christian
faith (A-L, 23-4). "In the hierarchy of authorities the Creeds and conciliar definitions
of the ancient Church are ascribed a special
place of prominence because of their substantive congruity with Scripture". (Confessions in Dialogue, p. 158; cf. A-RC Venice,
19).
c) Confessional Formularies: These are accorded a subordinate place in the hierarchy
of authorities. Many would agree with Anglicans and Lutherans that these "are not regarded as foundation documents but as
means of safeguarding and witnessing to the
faith of all times" (A-L, 27; cf. R-RC, 346).
d) Oversight-episcope: There is agreement
that some (in particular, ordained ministers)
are called to special responsibility in the
oversight of the Church and that special authority is vested in them . There is, however,
disagreement as to whether ordination confers distinction of kind or specific functions.
(A-RC Venice, 5). The manner in which
episcope is shared or distributed varies (AL, 79), Some traditions place more emphasis
on the episcope which is shared by synodf
ical representatives, while other traditions

focus upon the person of the bishop.
e) Bishops - episcopoi: In episcopal
churches, special authority is accorded
to bishops. This authority derives in part
from the fact that a bishop is regarded
as possessing particular responsibilities as
a symbol and focus of the unity and
and
continuity of the Church in faith
I
life. (A-RC Venice, 5, 8; F&O Ministry,
34; cf. Forum 1979 preparatory document on Ministry)
In most episcopal churches bishops
no longer act alone, but in association
with their fellow bishops collegially
and/or with the whole people of God
synodically. This development offers a
possible way of convergence between
episcopal and non-episcopal churches. (ARC Venice, 20)
f) Primacy: Within this framework

of
collegiality and conciliarity, primatial authority is accorded to a bishop in a defined area or province as the acknowledg~d · spokesman of his fellow bishops and
their people. (A-RC Venice, 20)
Principles which support the recognition. and authority of local primates are
adduced by Roman Catholics in support
of the universal primacy which they accord to the Bishop of Rome. Many of
the objections raised by other churches
to the papacy are due not to opposition
to the principle of a universal primacy
but to the basis and nature of the authority attributed to the Pope. Christians
of many traditions are today more open
to the possibility of envisaging and accepting a restructured papacy to serve
the unity of the universal Church. (A-RC
Venice, 23; L-RC Malta, 66; Confessions
in Dialogue, p. 189)
General Councils, primates, bishops,
assemblies, groups and individuals should
never act in isolation from the Christian
community at large nor ignore the consensus fidelium. In building up this consensus, theologians and scholars who seek
the truth for its own sake and Christian

parents and friends who pass on to their
children the faith they have inherited have
a special part to play. So too other charismatic individuals - men and women of
conspicuous sanctity - will be recognized
as possessing a peculiar personal authority
in virtue of the contribution which they
make to the life, growth and witness of
the Church. (A-RC Venice, 1,5)

II.- THE FUTURE

Many of the documents relating to
authority, at present available, have been
produced by churches possessing episcopal
ministries. It is a matter of urgency to engage the active participation in this dialogue of the Lutheran, Reformed and Free
churches. It would be both undesirable and
unproductive if futther debate on this
matter was to be confined to authority as
it is exercised in churches which have
bishops. Other important matters calling
for further consideration are:
- the authority of the Church in relation
to its members
- authority in local churches
- the different ways in which churches
exercise their teaching authority in fidelity to their apostolicity which belongs
not only to ordained ministers, but to
the Church in all its me111bers
- the authority and procedures by which
the churches can formally accept the
fact of consensus emerging from the dialogues, and its practical implications for
their unity according to the will of
Christ
- the fact that churches exercising authority are themselves under authority (L-RC
Malta, 21)
In conclusion, we repeat our urgent need
to study together the doctrine of the Church,
the nature of its authority and the various
ways in which that authority is in practice
exercised. The dialogue has an obligation not
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only to discern and sustain the authority
of the Church, but also to promote its
ability to exercise it, in the assurance that
Christ, who is the ultimate source of the
Church's authority, has power to assert it
in face of any restraints which the forces
of the world may try to impose upon it.

THE EUCHARIST IN THE JOINT
STATEMENTS
1.-

THE DIALOGUES

Most of the dialogues treat the theme
of the Lord's Supper but with differing
fullness. This diversity stems from a variety of causes: the varying interests of the
partners, the differing beginning points, the
various goals of the conversations and the
results of previous dialogues between the
partners. The fact that only the AnglicanRoman Catholic and the Roman CatholicLutheran international conversations have
produced texts exclusively devoted to the
Eucharist does not mean that the Eucharist
is of less significance in other churches.
The variety of titles traditionally used
in the different churches (Lord's Supper,
Eucharist, mass, sacrament of the altar,
holy communion, etc.) presents no problem. They are used in the discussions interchangeably. (A-RC Windsor, 1; L-RC
Eucharist, 1, footnote)

II.-

METHODS

When one examines the documents
produced by the various dialogues, it becomes apparent that most dialogue partners have chosen to produce statements
in the form of theological theses. They
have expressed their consensus in technical,
condensed form. These documents are directed primarily to church leaders and to
the governing bodies of the world
confessional families.
Statements dealing exclusively with

the Eucharist have been produced by the
Lutheran-Reformed dialogues (Arnoldshain
theses), the Anglican-Roman Catholic dialogues (Windsor statement) and the Lutheran-Roman Catholic dialogue (The Eucharist). The other dialogues (MethodistRoman Catholic, Reformed-Roman Catholic,
Anglican-Lutheran, Anglican-Orthodox) have
treated the Eucharist along with a number
of other topics. Some of the dialogues
have made use of the texts of other dialogues, especially of the Windsor and Faith
and Order Commission statements.
The document "The Eucharist" (L-RC
Eucharist) has a different aim and therefore
uses a different method. It is addressed to
all the faithful of both churches, and
beyond. It avoids the language of the experts. It seeks in its main part to bear a
common witness and to offer help for
common tasks in doctrine, liturgy and life.
To accomplish this it makes particular use
of the liturgical rites and practices of both
churches and not only of doctrinal explanations.

III.- AGREEMENTS AND DNERGENCES

In all of the dialogues there is agreement with respecf to a range of issuesconcerning the Eucharist. Many common convictions have never been questioned. With
respect to a number of divergences substantial clarifications have been reached. In
specific cases differences can be seen to
have their roots in the differing theological
language customary in particular traditions
(theological formulas, fixed liturgical texts,
etc.). When one considers the controversies
which have separated the different dialogue
partners for centuries one is astonished at
the measure of agreement that has been
reached. The following seven themes are
of particular significance.
a) The presence of Christ: The presence
of Christ in the Eucharist is a common
conviction of all the dialogue partners. All
confess this presence to be a mystery

which transcends human conceptualization
(M-RC Dublin, 59-60; R-RC 76, 82; A-RC
Windsor, 6; A-O 25; L-RC Eucharist, 7-9).
In all the documents there is a tendency
to see the sacramental presence of Christ
in connection with the other modes of his
presence in the sequence of the liturgical
action (A-RC Windsor, 7; L-RC Eucharist,
15, 16).
The sacramental presence of Christ in
which he gives his body and blood in
bread and wine is described throughout
the dialogues as an active and effective
presence (R-RC 82; A-RC Windsor, 6; MRC Dublin, 54; A-O, 23; L-RC Eucharist,
51 ). Churches which have long avoided the
terminology of change with respect to the
bread and wine have found it possible to
use this terminology with far greater freedom than one would have expected (LRC Eucharist, 51 ). In order to interpret
the "change" traditional terminology was
used and interpreted and also new formulations were presented. Frequently the
biblical concept of memorial (anamnesis)
was used in this connection (R-RC, 82;
L-RC Eucharist, 36; M-RC Dublin, 63).
b) The work of the Holy Spirit: A remarkably broad consensus exists with respect to the epiclesis. "Christ through the
Holy Spirit in the Eucharist builds up the
life of the Church ... " (A-RC Windsor, 3;
R-RC, 82; M-RC Dublin, 52; A-O, 23; L-RC
Eucharist, 21-8; A-L, 6,1). "Everything which
the Lord gives to us and all which enables us
to receive it as our own is given to us
through the Holy Spirit" (L-RC Eucharist,
51 ). "The Eucharist as the sacrament of
the Gospel is the fullest presentation of
God's love in Jesus Christ by the power
of the Holy Spirit" (M-RC Dublin, 52a).
"The operation of the Holy Spirit is essential to the Eucharist whether it is explicitly expressed or not" (A-O, 29). The
Eucharist must be understood in terms
of the work of the Holy Spirit quite independently of whether or not a particular liturgy explicitly contains a calling

upon the Holy Spirit (A-L, 68; A-O, 29).

The sacrifice of Christ and the sacrifice
of the Christian: One of the central questions needing clarification is this : in what
sense may we speak of sacrifice with reference to the Eucharist? Some of the
discussions touch upon this theme but do
not develop it. Other dialogues explore the
issues and come to remarkable common
understanding and agreement (A-RC, and LRC). On the whole an astonishing degree of
common conviction has been reached.
A common starting point in the dialogues proved to be a broad consensus concerning the "once-for-all" charac~er and "unrepeatable" quality of Christ's sacrifice (ARC Windsor, 6; M-RC Dublin, 63 , 66; A-L,
69). "There can be no repetition or addition to what was ·then accomplished once
for all by Christ. Any attempt to express a
nexus between the sacrifice of Christ and
the Eucharist must not obscure this fundamental fact of the Christian faith" (A-RC
Windsor, 5).
It has also proved possible for dialogue
partners to agree that the sacrifice of Christ
is effectively present in the Eucharist (LRC Eucharist, 34). In this context the biblical concept of "memorial" (anamnesis)
has provided the illumination which has
helped the dialogue partners to come to
common understanding (A-RC Windsor, 5).
Some difficulties however may remain.
In order to address objections raisP-d in this
connection the following has been written:
" In the celebration of the memorial, Christ
in the Holy Spirit unites His people with
Himself in a sacramental way so that the
Church enters into the movement of His
self-offering. In consequence, even though
the Church is active in this celebration this
adds nothing to the efficacy of Christ's sacrifice upon the cross, because the action
is itself the fruit of this sacrifice. The
Church in celebrating the Eucharist gives
thanks for the gift of Christ's sacrifice and
identifies itself with the will of Christ who
has offered Himself to the Father on bec)
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half of alla mankind". (A-RC Elucidations,
5)

Concerning the relationship between
Christ's sacrifice and the offering of the
Christian, several problems remain, Further
discussion is called for. No objection has
been raised about speaking of our thank
offering: the offering of ourselves, of our
gifts and of our lives in the context of
the Eucharist. What remains unclear for
some is whether and in what manner we
can say that we in our thank offering "enter into the movement of His self-offering"
(A-RC Elucidations, 5). Even more difficult for many is the question of whether
there is a sense in which we can say that
the offering of Christ is also an offering
which the Church can make (M-RC Dublin,
65).
d) Gifts and reception (koinonia): The gift
of the Eucharist is Christ Himself (A-RC
Elucidations, 7). Consecration and reception
belong together. This is asserted with particular emphasis in "The Eucharist" (L-RC
Eucharist, 63). Reception in both kinds
corresponds to the fundamental structure
of the Lord's Supper. At the same time
it is emphasized that the full gift of the
Lord's Supper is received even there where
reception in one kind takes place (L-RC
Eucharist, 64 ).
The issue of reservation was discussed
but not settled (M-RC Dublin, 61; A-RC
Elucidations, 8-9). A measure of positive
agreement was found to exist with respect
to reservation for the sake of the communication of the sick even where the practice does not exist in the dialogue partner's
own church.
Baptism as a condition for reception
of communion was briefly mentioned in a
few places and was presupposed in the
texts. Some documents emphasized that
those receiYing communion should be beliey- ing me_m bers of the Church (A-O, 24).
The question of the communication of
children calls for further discussion in the
dialogues (L-RC Eucharist, 66).
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An appropriate preparation of the communicant is assumed but not extensively
treated. The question of repentance requires
further pastoral and theological consideration (R-RC, 87; A-O, 26; L-RC Eucharist,
appendix 6).
In all the dialogues, it was expressly
emphasized that the eucharistic presence of
Christ is independent of the faith of the
individual but at the same time it was asserted "when this offering is met by faith
a life-giving encounter tesults" (A-RC Windsor, 8).
e) Eucharist in the Church: The Moscow
Statement (A-O) declares, " The Eucharist
actualizes the Church" (A-O, 24). "Without
Eucharistic fellowship there is no full churchly fellowship, without churchly fellowship
there is no true Eucharistic fellowship" (LRC Eucharist, 26; R-RC, 82). These two
statements give expression to a wide agreement. The consequences of this agreement
especially with respect to inter-communion
need further discussion.
Some dialogues raised the question of
the frequency of the celebration of the Eucharist and reception (M-RC Dublin, 51;
A-RC Malta, 61 ). A growing sense of the
vital importance of the Eucharist can be
observed in those churches which have traditionally celebrated it less frequently.
f) Ministry and Eucharist: Almost all of
the dialogues discussed the relationship between ministry and Church. Above all emphasis was placed upon the full, intended
and active participation of the whole people
of God in the Eucharist.
The question of the particular role of
the ordained ministry in the context of the
Eucharist was not treated in all of the dialogues. Where it was take up it was usually treated under the theme of ministry (MRC Dublin, 92. 107 and 97. 101 ; A-RC
Windsor, 7; A-O, 27; L-RC Eucharist, 65-8).

g) Eucharist, mission and eschatology: The
connection between the celebration of the

Eucharist, the sending of the Church intp
the world and the expeGtation of the coming of the Lord was emphasized and asserted with a common mind (A-RC Windsor.
4, 11; M-RC Dublin, 52 d.e. 73; R-RC 868). "The Eucharist impels the believers to
specific action in mission and service to
the world" (A-O, 28). In the text ·"The
E.u charist" we find the eschatological assertion that the Holy Spirit binds us with
those who have gone on before in faith
(L-RC Eucharist, 27). In the dialogue between the Anglicans and the Orthodox a
"cosmic transfiguration" is spoken of (AO, 28).

N :- CONSENSUS AND CONVERGENCE

Precisely in the discussions concerning
the Eucharist it has become clear that
there are a number of convictions, practices and theological insights which cannot
be brought together in a formulated consensus even where a convergence of the
convictions of both partners can be observed.
One example of this is the Roman
Catholic practice of the adoration of Christ
in the blessed sacrament. The writers of
the Elucidations believe it is possible that
this practice can be done by some while
others consider the practice unacceptable
without breaking the unity of the Church
(A-RC Elucidations, 8.9). In the document
"The Eucharist" the same difference is
considered as one of the conflicting convictions which needs to be overcome (LRC Eucharist, 53-5).
An important task remains. One must
discern when the growing consensus has
reached such a quality that remaining
differences and different theological concepts may be properly considered expressions of a common eucharistic faith. In
such a consensus the differing concepts
may be recognized to have a more or less
equal value (M-RC Dublin, 60). This task
points beyond the consideration of the
Eucharist to the reception of joint state-

ments and also to the .theni,e of authority
in the Church.

V.- NEXT STEPS

a) Co,itinuation of the dialogues

In all the joint statements the task of
identifying and clarifying agreements and
differences is affirmed and continuation called
for. A good example of this continuation in
reference to the Eucharist is found in the
Elucidations of 1979 which carry forward
the work begun in the Windsor Statements
of 1971. Themes which also are worthy of
· such treatment are named in the ReformedRoman Catholic document, "The Presence of
Christ in Church and World";
- "the use of the Eucharist today which
grows out of a faithful reflection on the
tradition and on the vast changes which
typify life today;
- "the rich connotations of memorial (anamnesis);
- "the question of the proper role of the
ordained ministry in the celebration of the
Eucharist" (R-RC, 92).

It would be helpful if when these questions are investigated in the future, the dialogue partners would take note of the results of other bilateral and multilateral dialogues. In particular a common agrrement
to the question regarding the constitutive
elements of a eucharistic celebration would
do well to take into consideration the description of the eucharistic structure found
in the Accra document (F&O Eucharist, 28).
The task of seeking to understand
more adequately God's gift to his Church
will never be completed because we stand
before a mystery of faith which will always
transcend our knowledge.
b) lntercommunion and full communion

A serious point of divergence exists
between those who regard "intercommunion"
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as a necessary part of the process of grcwth
towards full unity and those who believe it
impossible for Christians to communicate together before full unity has been attained.
This important question has been discussed
primarily in the regional dialogues, but there
are also some explicit references to this
matter in the bilateral dialogues on the international level (A-RC Malta, 19; cf. M-RC
Dublin 68-71; L-RC Eucharist, 72f.). It is a
reality which needs to be frankly faced and
seriously considered in future deliberations.
c) Consensus with respect to the Eucharist

and eucharistic fellowship
Through these dialogues it has become
clear that the effort to reach a consensus
concerning our understanding of the Holy
Communion has its proper setting within the
larger task of a common understanding of,
confession of and witness to the whole Christian faith. An isolated doctrinal consensus
concerning the Eucharist would provide an
insufficient basis for intercommunion.
d) In addition, theological insight and liturgical action must not be separated from one
another. On the one hand, we are called to
discern the one supper of the Lord in the
various traditions and liturgical forms of our
communions; on the other hand, it is equally important with the help of these dialogues
to examine our contemporary liturgies and
practices in the light of the deepened
theological insights gained. "The best way
toward unity in eucharistic celebrations and
communion is the renewal of the teaching
and liturgy" (F&O Eucharist, 31 ). It is appropriate therefore for joint statements to
concern themselves not only with continued
theological investigation but also to engage
in mutual investigation of the liturgical practices of the participating churches (i.e. LRC Eucharist, 55, 76). These investigations
will lead to results all the more quickly
when we also take our common findings into
our congregations and there together witness
openly.
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MINISTRY IN THE JOINT STATEMENTS
Preface

There is general agreement about ministry in the joint statements, both striking and increasingly apparent. The Church
is charged with a ministry antecedent to
any diversification into particular ministries:
the people of God has to proclaim the
Gospel to everyone.
a) Christ "came not to be ministered unto
but to minister", "as one that serves". This
is the absolute paradigm. It is from this
basic foundation that all ministry proceeds
and is authorized, whether ministry of the
individual members of the Church or ordained ministry authorized by the churches.
b) By dominical commission the ministry
is conveyed to the Church as a whole
through the apostles and to the ecclesiastical or ordained ministry: this is a gift of
Christ through the Holy Spirit. Both the
ministry of the whole community and the
ordained ministry are always to be referred
back to the primordial ministry of Christ
for authentication.
Factors contributory to this agreement
may be briefly listed:
- scriptural study
- the realization of the historicity of the
Church, i.e. that the form it came to
have was influenced by the circumstances
in which it lived and to which it had to
respond
- the recognition that identical realities can
be conveyed in varying forms
- of supreme importance, the recognition
of the need to communicate the Gospel
in common and intelligibly to the world,
which suggests the terms in which it is
to be conveyed.

1.-

THE MINISTRY OF CHRIST AND THE
ORDAINED MINISTRY

The ministry of Christ, the Servant,
is basic and paradigmatic for all Christian
ministry: as the Father sent him, so he
sends the Church to minister to the world.
The_ Church is charged with a minist,y to
the world and, to enable it to discharge
this obligation, it is equipped with a special ministry. Accordingly, we must talk
of the Church's ministry to the world, and
of a special ( ordained,. ecclesiastical) ministry.
Concerning the inner relation of this
special ministry to the ministry of Christ,
there is both agreeme1it and disagreement.
Different terms are used to describe it.
All churches agree that this ministry has
its commission and authorization from
Christ. Beyond this, and to characterize
it more closely, a variety of terms is used:
sharing, representing, participating, reflecting, analogy, and continued presence. Further consideration should be given to
whether something common lies behind
such different terminology.
The reluctance of some churches to
accept the concept of priesthood as appropriate for Christ's commissioned people
of ministry indicates an issue needing
further consideration. In some conversations between the churches, substantial
agreement is reached about this issue;
but it continues to be a divisive issue.

II.-

THE ORDER OF MINISTRY

It is commonly understood that the
threefold order of ministry centred on
the episcopacy became the prevalent
pattern in the primitive Church. There is
agreement that episcopal, presbyteral and
diaconal functions need to be discharged
in the Church today. Difference of opinion
is expressed whether this threefold order
constitutes an inflexible rule to be observed in any united church and must be expressed in individual office bearers.

Bishops are present in the constitution
of some churches and absent in others.
When present, th~y may or may not claim
succession. The difference is divisive. . But
two considerations show convergence.
a) Episcope exists in one form or another
in all churches; and there is increasing agreement that in most situations it is better
discharged personally rather than synodically.
b) The concept of the episcopate as a sign
requires further consideration. It must be
asked: sign of what, to whom, and whether
"effective"?

III.- APOSTOLICITY, SUCCESSION AND CON-

TINUITY

Visible convergence is detectable in what
the conversations report on the subjects of
apostolicity, succession and continuity.
Churches accustomed to identifying these
characteristics in one element, e.g. the episcopate, have come now to realize that continuity is more widely based. Churches traditionally antipathetic to continuity increasingly regard this element as important. With
special reference to ordination, churches increasingly advance the claim that the ordination they exercise is ordination into
the ministry of the catholic church and not
only to a denominational ministry . Even
though it has not been a topic of aiscussion,
the issue of ordination of women has become
a factor in the process of bilateral conversations.

N .- EPISCOPAL AND NON- EPISCOPAL

CHURCHES

Non-episcopal churches do not think
that a negative assessment of their being, i..
e. that they are simply lacking in something, is conducive to understanding. Nonepiscopal churches do not regard themselves
in merely negative terms, as not having
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episcopacy. They believe themselves rather
as making a positive contribution to the
understanding of what a Christian Church
is. "Fullness" and "lacking in fullness"
(F&O Ministry) do not seem to be helpful here - they preempt a certain understanding which non-episcopal churches are
reluctant to accept.
V.-

PAPACY AND COLLEGIALITY

Considerable divergence of opinion on
the subjects of papacy and collegiality
exists and must be further discussed. Discussion is now possible in a dispassionate
atmosphere. Confessions which until recently were unable to talk about the papacy
with any kind of objectivity now take it
into discussion. Collegiality is a concept
that contributes to this further discussion.

*
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*

*

THE FUTURE

The third and last of the projected
sessions of the Forum will take up the
issue of reception. Following a discussion
of the elements which will be necessary
to deal adequately with the issue, a small
Geneva-based committee was named to be
responsible for detailed planning. Dr. Dan
Martensen of the Lutheran World Federation will serve as moderator and Mr.
Stephen Cranford of the Faith and Order
Secretariat will be secretary.
It was noted that a major part of
the programme of the last session will necessarily be given to an evaluation of the
Forum and to the formulation of a recommendation to the sponsoring bodies to
provide for on-going common reflection on
the bilateral and multilateral efforts towards consensus.

DOCUMENTATION *
Abbreviation

Text

A-L
A-0

Anglican-Lutheran: Pullach Report, 1972
Anglican-Orthodox: Moscow Agreed Statement,
1977
Anglican-Old Catholic: The Bonn Agreement,
1931
Anglican-Roman Catholic: The Malta Report,
1968
Anglican-Roman Catholic: The Agreed Statement on Eucharistic Doctrine, 1971
Anglican-Roman Catholic: The Statement on
the Doctrine of Ministry, 1973
Anglican-Roman Catholic: Authority in the
Church, 1976
Anglican-Roman Catholic: Eucharistic Doctrine,
Ministry and Ordination: Elucidations, 1979
Anglican-Roman Catholic: The Theology of
Marriage and its Application to Mixed Marriages, 197 5
Baptist-Reformed: Report of Theological Conversations, 1977
Lutheran-Reformed-Roman Catholic: The
Theology of Marriage and the Problem of
Mixed Marriages, 197 6
Lutheran-Roman Catholic: The Gospel and the
Church, 1971
Lutheran-Roman Catholic: The Eucharist, 1978
Methodist-Roman Catholic: The Denver Report,
1971
Methodist-Roman Catholic: The Dublin Report,
1976
Pentecostal-Roman Catholic: Final Report of
the Dialogue, 1976
Reformed-Roman Catholic: The Presence of
Christ in Church and World, 1977

A-OC
A-RC Malta
A-RC Windsor
A-RC Canterbury
A-RC Venice
A-RC Elucidations
A-RC Marriage
B-R
L-R-RC Marriage
L-RC Malta
L-RC Eucharist
M-RC Denver
M-RC Dublin
P-RC

R-RC
*
F&O
F&O
F&O

Baptism
Eucharist
Ministry

*

*

Faith and Order Paper 73: "One Baptism,
One Eucharist and a Mutually Recognized
Ministry", 1974

*
*
Arnoldshain Theses on the Eucharist (Lutheran, Reformed, United) 1960
"How Does the Church Teach Authoritatively Today", Faith and Order Paper 91, 1979
Report of the First Session of the Forum on Bilateral Conversations, 1978

* Including abbreviations used in the text of the report of the second session of the Forum on Bilateral Conversations.
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Christi (18 : 1971); RICHTER, A., Die Juden
und wir (20 : 1966); PHILBERTH, B., Atomkernenergie und Kirche (23 : 1963); CHRISTENSON, L., Die Gnadengabe de, Sprachen und
ihl"e Bedeutung fiir die Kirche (27 : 1976);
CHRISTENSON, L., Der Dienst der Krankenheilung in der Kirche (28 : 1972); BITTLINGER,
A., Der fruhchristliche Gottesdienst und seine
Wiederbelebung innerhalb der reformatorischen
Kirchen der Gegenwart (30 : 1966); BITTLINGER, A., Die Bedeutung der Gnadengaben fur
die Gemeinde Jesu Christi (33 : 1964); Evan-
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gelisch-Okumenische Vereinigung des Augsburgischen
Bekenntnisses, Hochkirche heute (36 : 1970); WAGENER, C., Das Geheimnis der Bosheit (39 : 1970);
THIERSCH, H.W.J., Uber das Hirtenamt (40 : 1976).

280.912 - BIBLE & ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
SCHULZ, S., Die Mitre der Schrift, Der Friihkatholizism us im Neuen Testament als Herausforderung an
den Protestantismus (Stuttgart-Berlin, Kreuz, 1976).

280.913- ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY

280.9144- WEEK OF PRAYER
Joint Working Group of the Canadian Council of
Churches and the Canadian Conference of Catholic
Bishops, S'entraider - Serve One Another: Semaine
de priere pour /'unite des chretiens - Week of
Prayer for Christian Unity, 1979 (Montreal, Bellarmin, 1978).
Centre Oecumenique "Unite Chretienne", Au service
/es uns /es autres pour la gloire de Dieu ...
(Lyon, 1978).

KNAUER, P ., Der Glaube kommt von Horen. Okume·
nische Fundamentaltheo/ogie (Graz ..., Styria, 1978).

Unite chretienne, Semaine de priere... (N.p., UC,
1979).
Oraci6n por la unidad 1979 (Spain, n.p., n.d.).

280.9131 - TRINITY - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY

Conferencia Episcopal Argentina, Secretariado Nacional
de Ecumenismo, Semana de Oraci6n por la Unidad
de los Cristianos (BsAires, n.d.).

FAHEY, M.A.-MEYENDORFF, J ., Trinitarian Theology
East & West: St. Thomas Aquinas-St. Gregory Palamas (Brookline, Holy Cross, 1977).

280.91329 - MARIOLOGY - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
BROWN, R.E.- DONFRIED, K.P. · FITZMYER, J .A.·
REUMANN, J. (eds.),Mary1 in the New Testament
(Phila. • NY /Ramsey/ Toronto, Fortress-Paulist,
1978).

280.9138 - ECUMENICAL CATECHISMS
KRUGER, H., Okumenischer Katechismus (Frankfurt
M., Lembeck, 1977).

280.9141 - CHRISTIAN ETHICS - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY
HARING, B., Prospettive e problemi ecumenici di teo·
logia morale (Roma, Paoline, 1973).
GUSTAFSON, J.M.,Protestant & R oman Catholic
Ethics (Chicago-London, Univ. of Chicago, 1978).

280.9143 - PRAYER FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY
THURIAN, M.,L 'unita visibile dei cristiani e la tradi·
z ione (Roma, AVE, 1972).
BARBADORO, N., I cristiani di fronte al/a liturgia e
al cammino per l'unita della Chiesa (Roma,
1976).
World Council of Churches, For all God's people:
Ecumenical Prayer Cycle (Geneva, WCC, 1978).
SIMONETTO, G.M., La messa per l'unita dei cristiani.
Storia e attua/ita (Rovigo, Istituto Padano, 1978).
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British Council ofChurches,Praying in Unity 1979
(London, BCC, 1978).

280.9153 - MINISTRY - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
LOOS, M., Le ministere d'unite (Paris, Beauchesne,
1976).
BURGSMULLER, A.,Amt und Ordination im Verstiindnis ~~angelischei-'Ktrchen und Okumenischer
Gespriiche (Giitersloh, G. Mohn, 1974).
SCHUTTE, H., Amt, Ordination und Sukzession im
Verstiindnis evangelischer und katholischer Exegeten und Dogmatiker der Gegenwart sowie, in Do•
kumenten okumenischer Gespriiche (Diisseldorf,
Patmos, 1974).

280.9154 - LOCAL CHURCH - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY
World Council of Churches, In Each Place: Towards
a Fellowship of Local Churches Truly United (Geneva, wee, 1977).
Konfessionskundliches Institut des Evangelischen
Bundes, Katholische Synode evangelisch Gesehen
(Gottingen, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1977).

280.9159 - WOMEN - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
TARASAR, C.J. · KIRILLOVA, I.· WCC, Orthodox
Women, their R ole and Participation in the Orthodox Church R eport... 1976 Agapia (Geneva, WCC,
1977).

280.916 - ECCLESIOLOGY - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY

280.91651 - BAPTISM - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY

TYSZKIEWICZ, S., La saintete de l'Eglise christocentrique. Ebauche d'une ecclesiologie unioniste
(Rome, PIO, 1945).

EHRENSTRt5M, N.,Mutual Recognition in lnterchurch
Agreements (Geneva, WCC, 1978).

SHERRARD, P., Church, Papacy, & Schism (London,
SPCK, 1978).

280.91605 -AUTHORITY - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
Okumenischer Arbeitskreis evangelischer und katholischer Theologen, Autoritiit in der Kirche (Regensburg-Gottingen, Pustet-Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1970).
WILSON, G.,A Critique of'Authority in the Church'
(Belfast, Northern Whig, 1977).

280.9161 - CHURCH & SOCIETY - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY
Luth. World Fed. Department of Studies, The Encounter of the Church with Movements of Social
Change in Various Cultural Contexts... (Geneva,
LWF, 1977).
ORTIZ, E.J.,Protestantismo y liberacion. Teolog(a
social del Consejo Ecumenico de las Iglesias (Bilbao, Universidad Deusto-Mensajero, 1978).

280.91652 - CONFIRMATION - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY
LIGIER, L., La confirmation. Sens et conjoncture oecumenique hier et aujourd'hui (Paris, Beauchesne,
1973).

280.91653 - EUCHARIST - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
LOTZ, W., Das Mahl der Gemeinschaft. Zur oekumenischen Praxis der Eucharistie (Kassel-Diisseldorf,
J.Stauda-Patmos. 1977).
THURIAN, M., The One Bread (NY, Sheed & Ward,
1969).
Gemeinsame romisch-katholische/evangelisch-lutherische Kommission, Das Herrenmahl (PaderbornFrankfurt M., Bonifacius-Lembeck, 1979).
ERNI, R., Eucharistiegemeinschaft. Der Standpunkt
der Orthodoxie (Freiburg-CH, Kanisius, 1974).

CORSINI, B. - RICCA, P.,Pietro e ii papato net dibattito ecumenico moderno (Torino, Claudiana, 1978).

GOUYON, P ., L 'intercommunion est-elle possible?
(Paris-Fribourg, Saint-Paul, 1976).
Diocese of Superior, Non-Catholic Christians receiving
Holy Communion in Catholic Church (Pastoral
Letter, 1973).
KENT, J. - MURRAY, R., Intercommunion and
Church Membership (London-Denville, Darton,
Longman & Todd-Dimension, 1973).

GAUZZI, N. (ed.), fl servizio di Pietro, Appunti
per una rijlessione interconfessionale (Leumann,
LDC, 1978).

280.91654 - ORDINATION - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY

280.9162 - PAPAL PRIMACY - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY

280.916211 - APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
MAFFEI, G.,n dia/ogo ecumenico sulla successione attorno al/'opera di Oscar Cullmann (Roma,
L.E.S., 1979).

280.9165 - SACRAMENTS - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
Bapteme - Eucharistie - Ministere. Reflexions de
theologiens catholiques sur le document oecumenique "La reconciliation des eglises" (Roma, Anselmiana, 1977).

MUMM, R., Ordination und kirchliches Amt (Paderborn-Bielefeld, Bonifacius-Luther, 1976).
OLNIER, D., Les deux visages du pretre. Les chances
d'une crise (Fayard, 1971).

280.91655 - MIXED MARRIAGE
FRIELING, R., "Mischehe" - Aber wie? ... (Gottingen,
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971).

From Both Sides Now: A Resource for Christian Mixed
Marriages (Toronto, Anglican Book, 1978).
Okumenischer Arbeitskreis evangelischer und katholischer Theologen, Theologie der Ehe (RegensburgGottingen, Pustet-Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1972).
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BENSIMON, D., Un mariage, deux traditions: Chretiens
et juifs (Bruxelles, Universite, 1977).

CRAGG, K., The Christian & Other Religion (London-Oxford, Mowbrays, 1977).

BOUDIER, P.,Mariages entre juifs et chretiens. Les
problemes de la disparite. Un point de vue catholique (Paris, Chalet, 1978).

LERCARO, G ., fl cristianesimo e il dialogo fra le
culture (Bologna, Dehoniane, 1978).

280.91945 - CHRISTIAN-HINDU DIALOGUE
280.91656- PENANCE - ECUMENICAL THEOLOGY
SUTTNER, E.C. (ed.), Busse und Beichte. 3. Regensburger Okumenisches Symposion (Regensburg, Pustet, 1972).

280.9171 - MONASTICISM - ECUMENICAL
THEOLOGY
PENNINGTON, M.B., One Yet Two: Monastic Tradition East & West. Orthodox-Cistercian Symposium,
Oxford... 1973 (Kalamazoo, Cistercian, 1976).

280.91718 -TAIZE
GONZALEZ-BALADO, J.- L., Le defi de T, Frere
Roger (Paris, Seuil, 1977).
BEUVE-MERY, H., Taize, ii concilio dei giovani. Perche? (Brescia, Morceiliana, 1975).

280.919 - CHRISTIAN-NON CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE
BRAYBROOKE, M., Faiths in Fellowship: A Short
History of the World Congress of Faiths and its
Work (London, WCF, 1976).
McKENZIE, P.R., Inter-Religious Encounters in West
Africa: Samuel Ajayi 0-owther's attitude to Afrit: can Traditional Religion and Islam (Leicester,
Blackfriars, 1976).
SCHLETTE, H.R., Le religioni come tema della teologia (Brescia, Morcelliana, 1968).
NEILL, S., Christian Faith and Other Faiths (London ..
Oxford. Univ., 1970).
NEILL, S., Salvation Tomorrow: The Originality of
Jesus Christ & :the World's Religions (Nashville,
Abingdon, 1976).
SWEARER, D.K., Dialogue: The Key to Understanding Other Religions (Phila., Westminster, 1977).
GIUDICI, A., Religioni e salvezza. Un confronto tra
la teologia cattolica e la teologia protestante (Roma, Borla, 1978).
THOMAS, M.M.,Man and the Universe of Faiths
(Bangalore-Madras, Christian Institute-CLS, 1975).
BASETTI-SANI, G., Louis Massignon (Chicago, Franciscan Herald, 1974).
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SHARPE, E.J., Faith meets Faith: Some Christian
Attitudes to Hinduism in the 19th & 20th Centuries (London, SCM, 1977).
DE SMET, R.V.,Religious Hinduism: A presentation and Appraisal (Allahabad, St. Paul Publications, 1968).
ABHISHIKTANAND A, Saccidananda: A Christian
Approach to Advaitic Experience (Delhi, ISPCK,
1974).
BARLAGE, H., Christ Saviour of Mankind: A Christian Appreciation of Swami AkJilananda , (St.
Augustin, Steyler, 1977).
TILIANDER, B., Christian & Hindu Terminology
(Uppsala, Almqvist & Wiksell, 1974).
VAND ANA, Gums, Ashrams & Christians (London,
Darton, Longman & Todd, 1978).
GRIFFITHS, B., Vicino e inaccessibile. Vedante e
fede cristiana (Bologna, EMI, 1977).
GRIFFITHS, B., Return to the Center(Springfield,
Templegate, 1976).

280.91962 - CHRISTIAN-JEWISH DIALOGUE
Guidelines for the Advancement of Catholic-Jewish
Relations in the Archdiocese ofNew York, Diocese of Rockville Centre, Diocese ofBrooklyn
(NY, Iversen Associates, 1969).

fl dialogo mi la Chiesa cattolica romana e l'Ebraismo
(Rianb, Oikoumenikon, 1978).
JACOB, W., Christianity through Jewish Eyes (Hebrew Union College, 1974).
FISHER, E., Faith without Prejudice: Rebuilding
Christian Attitudes toward Judaism (NY ... , Paulist, 1977).
SWIDLER, L. - SLOYAN, G.S., A Commentary on
the Oberammergau Passionsspiel... (NY, AntiDefamation League, 1978).
LIESKE, B.J., Witnessing to Jewish People, Revised
ed. (St Louis, LCMS, 1977).
GOLUB, M.A. - VALIQUETTE, S., On Christian
Jewish Dialogue (Montreal, Christian-Jewish Dialogue, 1978).
Secretariat for Catholic Jewish Relations, Guidelines

for Catholic Jewish Relations (South Orange, n.d.).
TANENBAUM, M.H. - WILSON, M.R. - RUDIN, A.J. ,
Evangelicals and Jews in Conversation... (GrRapids,
Baker, 1978).
DOUKHAN, J., Boire aux sources (Dammarie les Lys,
SDI, 1977).

280.91972 - CHRISTIAN - MUSLIM DIALOGUE
PARSHALL, P ., The Fortress & the Fire: Jesus Christ
& the Challenge ofIslam (Bombay, Gospel, L.S.,
1975).

Muslims & Christians in Society: Towards Good-Will,
Consultation & Working Together in Southeast
Asia... Hong Kong... 1975 (Geneva, WCC, n.d.).
BASETTI-SANI, G., L 1slam e Francesco d'Assisi (Fi-

ISTAVRIDIS, V.T., I Eisagoge eis ten syngraphen biographias tou patriarchou Athenagoro.u; II, Biographia pleres en schedio ( 1886-1972); III. Bibliographia (abstract from "Athenagoras oikoumenikos
patriarches ho Epeirotes").
CLEMENT, 0., L 'altro sole. Autobiografia $pirituale
(Milano, Jaca Book, 1977).
GERMANI, F ., I nostri fratelli separati nel pensiero
de/ Servo di Dio P. Paolo Manna (Napoli, PIME,
1978).
CURTIS, C.J., Soderblom: Ecumenical Pioneer (Minneapblis, Augsburg, 1967).
ROUX, H., De la desunion vers la communion (Paris,
Centurion, 1978).

renze, Nuova Italia, 1975).
*

280.99 - ECUMENICAL BIOGRAPHIES

*

*

*

NEILL, S.,Men of Unity (London, SCM, 1960).

A Workbook of Bibliographies for the Study of Interchuch Dialogues
by James Puglisi -

This "workbook" contains a listing of the official bilateral col!lversations which are in
progress on the international, regional and national levels along with the relevant bibliographical notes for each dialogue. The edition is in English and may be purchased
from:
For Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia:
For North and South America:
GRAYMOOR ECUMENICAL INSTITUTE
Garrison, N.Y., 10524
U .S.A.

CENTRO PRO UNIONE
Dept. D
Via S.Maria dell'Ariim!\, 30
00186 ROMA - Italia

- Price: U.S.$. 4.50 - Lit. 3.500 -
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
available from the Graymoor Ecumenical Institute, Garrison, ~ew York 10524, U.S.A.
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INTERPARISH COVENANTS by Thaddeus Horgan, SA (Garrison. NY: Graymoor
Ecumenical Institute, 1978). A 16-page pamphlet examining the purpose, meaning, and
process involved in developing covenants between two local congregations of different
Christian traditions. Available with inserts on Anglican-Roman Catholic, Lutheran-Roman
Catholic, and Presbyterian/Reformed-Roman Catholic covenant. ($1 .00).
HOW CHRISTIANS CAME TO PRAY TOGETHER by Charles Angell, SA and Robert
Mercer, SA (Garrison, NY: Graymoor Ecumenical Institute, 1978). A 16-page historical
account of the antecedents, origins and development of the Week of Prayer for Christian
Unity . (7 5¢ ).
PARISH ECUMENISM by Thaddeus Horgan, SA and Arthur Gouthro, SA (Garrison, NY:
Graymoor Ecumenical Institute, 1977). A 77-page booklet containing practical suggestions
for initiating and developing ecumenism on the grass-roots level. ($2.25).
HEARING THE SPIRIT TOGETHER: A GUIDE TO ECUMENICAL SCRIPTURE STUDY
by Jacquelyn McMakin (Garrison, NY: Graymoor Ecumenical Institute, 1977). A 5-page
booklet containing various ways to use the Sunday lectionary for ecumenical prayer. (30¢).
COME TOGETHER BEFORE OUR FATHER: PATTERNS OF ECUMENICAL WORSHIP
by C. Donald Howard, SA (Garrison, NY: Graymoor Ecumenical Institute, 1977). A 15page pamphlet containing models and methods for ecumenical worship and suggestions for
comm~n worship during Advent, Lent, Pentecost and on Thanksgiving Day. (50¢).
PROPHET OF REUNION: THE LIFE OF PAUL OF GRAYMOOR by Charles Angell, SA
and Charles LaFontaine, SA (New York: Seabury Press, 1975). A 225-page biography
of Father Paul Wattson of Graymoor, and ecumenical pioneer and one of the originators
of the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity. ($6.95).
ECUMENICAL TRENDS. A monthly periodical containing ecumenical news, documentation, resources and articles. Published by the Graymoor Ecumenical Institute. $5.00 for a
one-year subscription in the United States ($6.00 in Canada and overseas).
JOURNAL OF ECUMENICAL STUDIES. A scholarly quaterly containing articles, book
reviews, abstracts, reports and editorials, ($10.00 a year in the United States ($11.00
in Canada and overseas).

The above recommended resources are available from the Graymoor Ecumenical Institute.
Specify number of copies and mail with check (payable to the "Graymoor Ecumenical
Institute") to GEi, Graymoor, Garrison, NY 10524. Add 10% of total for postage and
handling.
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